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Mielőtt hozzáfognál a feladatok megoldásához, pontosan töltsd ki az alábbi adatlapot!  
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hogy maradjon időd tollal átírni a végső megoldásokat! Áthúzott, átfestett, zárójelbe tett vagy nem egyértelmű, 

nem olvasható megoldásokat nem fogadunk el. 

A feladatok értelmezéséhez és megoldásához tanári segítséget ne kérj, szótárt ne használj! 

 

A megyei/fővárosi fordulóban elért eredményedről szaktanárodtól kapsz tájékoztatást. 

 

Jó munkát, eredményes versenyzést! 
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Task 1 Test your knowledge about the U.K. Circle the correct reply. 

CAN YOU SURVIVE IN THE ? 

 

You’re going to the U.K. It will be great fun! Are you ready for the culture shock? 

 

1.You walk into someone in the street by accident. What do you say? 

a; ‘Excuse me.’  b; ‘’Pardon.’   c; ‘Sorry!’ 

2. Which of these sports is not very popular in Britain? 

 a; cricket   b; basketball   c; tennis 

3; It’s time to go home. You’re at St. Pancras Eurostar station. The departure board says 

your train is delayed. You call your family at home. What do you tell them? 

 a; The train is on time. b; The train isn’t running. c; The train is leaving late. 

4; It’s 5th November. What will you see in the sky? 

 a; hot air balloons  b; planes doing clever tricks c; fireworks 

5; Your friend wants to buy a pint of beer in a pub. How old must (s)he be? 

 a; 18    b; 16    c; 17 

6; What are Oxford and Cambridge famous for? 

 a; football teams  b; universities   c; music bands 

7; You’re buying some clothes and you look at the price tag. Which of these do you see? 

 a; Ł30    b; $40    c; €40 

8; You need emergency help from the police. What number do you call? 

 a; 999    b; 666    c; 333 

9. You see several men wearing kilts. Where are you? 

 a; Northern Ireland  b; Scotland   c; England 

10; You are in Cardiff and you see a sign ‘HEDDLU’. It means ‘police’. What language is 

it? 

 a; Bengali   b; Irish    c; Welsh 
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Task 2 You are going to read a magazine article about some British Comedy series. For 

questions 1-10 choose from the series (A-D). 

 

Which series … 

 

(1) has been honoured extensively?       ____ 

(2) stars an actor who uses facial expressions very effectively?    ____ 

(3) featured a mother & child?        ____ 

(4) was developed from ideas used in an earlier series?     ____ 

(5) was created with the help of two or other writers?     ____ 

(6) uses visual rather than verbal humour?      ____ 

(7) stars the creator and his wife?        ____ 

(8) was adapted for the cinema?        ____ 

(9) looks at the experiences of a number of generations?     ____ 

(10) involves situations with employees and clients?     ____ 

 

A 

At its peak Mr Bean was British television’s most popular comedy 

programme, with 18 million viewers per episode. It has collected 

numerous awards and the movie ‘Bean’ has earned a place in the history 

books as the 1st film ever to earn Ł100 000 000 at the box office before 

being released in America. However, its creator Rowan Atkinson insists he is not a funny man. He 

says ‘I am essentially a rather quiet, dull person who just happens to be a performer.’ Of course, 

most people who have seen ‘Bean’ would disagree with Atkinson’s humility. Despite Mr Bean’s 

infantile and vindictive character, tens of millions of people have fallen in love with him. In the 

beginning Mr Bean was essentially silent. This worked well for Atkinson, who can communicate 

more with a single raised eyebrow than most comedians can with an entire monologue. In the 

movie, however, Mr Bean develops an unusual groaning voice. This misfit of a man, who causes 

chaos wherever he goes, has become an enormously popular comic figure worldwide. 

 

B 

One of Oxbridge graduates who was a member of the cast of ‘Monty 

Python’s Flying Circus’ was John Cleese. His most notable success, 

however, came after the ‘Python’ series. This was Fawlty Towers’ 



which Cleese both co-wrote and starred in. Cleese plays Basil Fawlty, a rude, irritable and hot-

tempered hotel owner who gets into some outrageous situations with the hotel staff and guests. 

Cleese got the idea for the series while on location with the ‘Python’ crew. They were staying at a 

hotel in the South of England, where the manager was so rude that the rest of the ‘Python’ cast 

checked out. Cleese and his wife, Connie Booth, who also plays a maid in ‘Fawlty Towers’, decided 

to stay and closely studied the comic potential in the behaviour of the owner. Cleese began writing 

this classic television comedy in 1973, when the last series of ‘Python’ was completed. 

 

C 

The 1980s saw women rise to the forefront of British Comedy for 

the 1st time. Jennifer Saunders was one of those who benefited from 

this new development. Her first success came in 1987 when 

Jennifer, together with long-time associate Dawn French, starred 

and co-wrote the series ‘French & Saunders’. Some of the sketches 

portrayed became the inspiration for Saunders’ most successful creation, ‘Absolutely Fabulous’. 

This series was revolutionary, as it showed women behaving badly, which had never been done 

before. It centred round the character Edina, played by Joanna Lumley. These two characters spend 

their time partying and mingling with celebrities. Their childish antics continuously cause 

embarrassment to Edina’s disapproving daughter Saffron. This series highlights the ridiculousness 

of fashion victims and can be seen as a modern-day satire. 

 

D 

Ben Elton is probably the most successful of the Breed of comic writers and 

comedians who emerged in Britain in the 1980s. He has at least three highly 

successful television series to his credit, including the unprecedented 

‘Blackadder’ series, but he has never appeared in any of them himself. With the 

cooperation of Rowan Atkinson and Richard Curtis, Elton created the sharp-

witted and spineless Edmond Blackadder, whose evil and cunning would have 

brought him power and success if it wasn’t for his disgusting and stupid 

sidekick, Baldrick. The four series trace Blackadder and his various descendants’ progress through 

British history, from the time of crusades until the end of World War I. Elton also played an active 

role in the creation of Mr Bean. However, his collaboration on ‘The Thin Blue Line’, a series set in 

a rural police station, met with severe criticism.  
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Task 3 Read through the sentences below. You can see the number of goals in italics. Fill in 

the names of the football teams on the chart and find out who won the Cup. 

 

Quarter - final Semi - final Final 

 

.................................................. 2 

.................................................. 1 

 

 

 ................................................. 0 

 ................................................. 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 .................................................. 1 

 .................................................. 3 

 

.................................................. 2 

Liverpool  4 

 

.................................................. 1 

.................................................. 0 

 

 

 ................................................. 3 

 ................................................. 2  

.................................................. 2 

.................................................. 3 

Winner: 

 

Arsenal lost by one goal in the semi-final. 

Barcelona scored two goals in the quarter-final. 

Manchester United beat Chelsea. 

Real Madrid scored one goal less than the team that beat them in the semi-final. 

Bayern München played Arsenal in the quarter-final. 

Liverpool beat Cardiff by twice as many goals in the quarter-final. 

Chelsea lost 0-1 in the quarter-final. 
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Task 4 Read the text below and think of the word which best fits each gap. Use only one 

word in each gap. 

World Pea Shooting Championships 

 

Did you know that something naughty schoolchildren used to do is now a 

competitive sport? In the annual Cambridgeshire World Pea Shooting 

Championships, competitors have e.g. to blow a dried pea through a small tube 

called a blowpipe. They aim at a round target 3.5 m away. The race (1) __________ 

first organized in 1971 by a teacher, John Thyson, (2) ___________ had taken several 

blowpipes away (3) __________ his students when they had used them at school. Now 

competitors come from all over the world to take (4) __________ in the championship. 

The pea is always supplied by the organizers to make (5) __________ nobody cheats, 

but the tubes can be made (6) __________ any material as long as they are 30cm long. 

Traditionally the tubes have (7) __________ made of wood or plastic, but some people 

use other materials (8) __________ carbon fibre. Even (9) __________ some adults bring 

complicated equipment like lasers to focus on the target, they are regularly beaten 

by kids years younger than (10) __________ using simple plastic tubes. 
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Task 5 There is a computer error in each sentences. Write the sentences corrected under 

the suitable picture. 
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 Shapp I capp a doctor? 

 Shall I bpen the dbbr fbr ybu? 

 I’ll cud dhe domadoes – you wash dhe ledduce. 

 Kho shall ke invite to the kedding? 

 Why don’t wu go to thu cinuma this uvuning? 

 Wfere sfall I put tfis cfair? 

 Shyll we tyke y tyxi? 

 Cet’s go for a wack. 

 



Task 6 Read the article about the discovery of some dinosaur bones. Six sentences have 

been removed from the text. Choose from the sentences (A-G) the one which fits each gap. 

There is an extra sentence. 

 

NEW DINOSAUR DISCOVERY 

 

The dinosaur species known as Gryposaurus 

monumentensis lived 75 billion years ago but people 

only learnt of its existence at the beginning of the 20th 

century. Its name means ‘hook-beaked lizard of the 

monument’, with monument referring to the place in 

Utah where this dinosaur’s bones were found by a team 

of archeologists.  

(1) _____ . It had an enormous bill resembling that of the duck-billed platypus, a curious egg-laying 

mammal native to Australia. The dinosaur, which existed on a diet of leaves, would have found 

this extremely useful when it wanted to pull something to eat off a nearby plant. 

However, the archeologists who discovered the dinosaur’s bones were even more amazed by what 

they found inside the skull. (2) _____ . There was also evidence of many extra ones waiting to drop 

into place as others wore out. 

Taking all the replacements into account, it is estimated that the dinosaur managed to get through 

approximately 800 teeth during its lifetime. This indicates that Gryposaurus monumentensis 

chewed its way through a substantial quantity of leaves every day of its life. (3) _____ 

Tyrannosaurus Rex, the enormous meat-eating dinosaur, for instance, seems to have got by with 

considerably fewer. 

The unusual number of teeth found in the skull suggest that the Gryposaurus monumentesis was 

a particularly large species of dinosaur. (4) _____ . Other bones were discovered in Utah not far 

from the skull. These made it possible for scientists to calculate that the creature was at least 90 

metres in length. The humerus (the bone of the upper arm), for instance, is longer than an adult’s 

man’s leg. 

At the time when Gryposaurus monumentesis lived in what is now Utah, the area had little in 

common with its appearance today. (5) _____ . Nowadays the region tends to receive relatively 

little rain and not much grows there. 



Dinosaurs with duck bills have also been found a thousand kilometres further north in Canada but 

they appear to be rather different from those discovered in Utah. (6) _____ . Some think that there 

may have been a mountain system making 

it impossible for them to move between 

Utah and Canada, while others believe that 

they simply had no need to leave an area 

with plenty of food. However, others are 

not convinced by either theory. Certainly a 

great deal more remains to be learnt about 

Gryposaurus.  

 

 

A Otherwise it would never have worn out quite so many of them. 

B The outside of the skull (the bone of the head) that the Utah archeologists discovered was 

unusual. 

C Scientists are puzzled as to why they do not bear more resemblance to each other. 

D This is in striking contrast to the habitats where other dinosaur bones have been found. 

E And there is evidence to show that this was indeed the case. 

F The creature was seen to possess at least 300 teeth, making it easy for it to grind up the 

leaves that it ate. 

G It is known to have been wet and swampy there then and the land was covered by plants. 
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Task 7 Read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the lines 

to form a word that fits in the gap in the same line. 

 

Training for a long-distance running race 

The secret of success when (e.g.) preparing to run in a long-distance race PREPARE 

is to remain extremely (1) __________, to train sensibly, and to  MOTIVATE 

focus on proper nutrition. It takes more than willpower alone to run 

several kilometres. There is some (2) __________ over the best  AGREE 

way of training, however, and studies have not reached any  

(3) __________ conclusions.       UNIVERSE 

Nevertheless, successful (4) __________ tend to approach    RUN 

their training in similar ways. They focus on staying healthy and, 

(5) __________, you may think, are careful not to overtrain.   SURPRISE 

It is (6) __________ to train slightly less, but remain strong    PREFER 

and full of (7) __________, than to train too hard and face   ENTHUSIASTIC 

(8) __________ or injury.       SICK 

The (9) __________ of healthy diet can never be stressed    IMPORTANT 

too much, of course, and you should always eat a good helping of 

carbohydrates soon after exercising. Another crucial (10)__________ CONSIDER 

is the need to remain hydrated at all times. Listen to your body: 

if you fell thirsty, then you need a drink. 
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Task 8 Complete the sentences below with a suitable word from the box. Use the correct 

form of the word. Use each word once. 
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tell   consider   say   mention 

Eliza (1) __________ her ideas to her teacher, who thought they were excellent. 

Andrew (2) __________ goodbye to everyone and left the party. 

Jane daren’t (3) __________ John the news for fear of upsetting him. 

There’s a lot to (4) __________ when you’re thinking about what career to go in for. 

spite   order   view   bear 

In (5) __________ of the forecast for bad weather, the coach postponed the match. 

Students always have to (6) __________ in mind that academic success means studying hard. 

Erin still went off to play ice-hockey in (7) __________ of having a bad cold. 

Max had to get up early in (8) __________ to get everything finished. 

link   touch   influence   contact 

‘I’ll promise I keep in (9) __________ !’ said Angelica when she moved away from our town. 

Internet and TV programmes have a lot of (10) __________ on people’s behaviour. 

There’s a direct (11) __________ between doing some exercise and being fit. 

Hannah’s phone is down, so Katie hasn’t been able to make (12) __________ with her. 



Task 9 Look at these restaurant jokes. Assemble the jokes. Write your answers in the box 

below. 

 

1 Waiter! There’s a fly in my soup! a; Don’t worry, sir! It’s not very hot. 

2 Waiter! Your thumb is in my soup! b; It won’t be long, sir. It will be round. 

3 Waiter! What’s this fly doing in my soup? c; I think it’s learning to ski, sir. 

4 Waiter! This coffee tastes like soap! d; We haven’t got any milk, sir. Would you 

like coffee without cream? 

5 Waiter! How long will my pizza be? e; Don’t worry, sir. The spider on your bread 

will kill it. 

6 Waiter! Your tie is in my soup! f; Ah, that must be tea, sir. The coffee tastes 

like glue. 

7 Waiter! I’ll have coffee without milk, 

please. 

g; I think it’s swimming, sir. 

8 Waiter! What’s this fly doing on my ice-

cream? 

h; That’s all right, sir, it’s not shrinkable. 

9 Waiter! There’s a caterpillar in my salad! i; I’m sorry, sir! I didn’t realise you’re a 

vegetarian. 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
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